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Key Achievements (1)

» In accordance with the provisions of the EU-RM Association 
Agreement, acquis communautaire in the field of corporate financial 
reporting shall be transposed into the national legislation by 
September 2017 

» A National Action Plan for the implementation of the EU-RM 
Association Agreement was approved by the Government 

» Draft accounting and audit laws aligned substantially with respective 
Directives were developed and published for public comment; 
improved legislation is expected to be adopted by September 2017

» Regulatory impact assessment of the improved legislation 
developed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the CFRR support, the Ministry of Finance also developed and published accounting and auditing transposition tables mapping existing legislation with the requirements of the EU directives and the Concept Paper on Key Policy Areas for New Accounting and Auditing Legislation.Concept Paper on Improving the Functionality of the Public Register of Financial Statements was also developed.The concept papers developed served as a basis for drafting the new accounting and audit laws.
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Key Achievements (2)

» Draft accounting and audit laws aligned substantially with acquis communautaire in the field 
of corporate financial reporting, i.e.:  

Auditing:
Re-designing the public oversight function 
funded from the state budget combined with 
funding by auditors/auditing firm 
Agency staff are not civil servants
Auditing firm licensing requirement will be 
cancelled, instead all the auditors and auditing 
firms will be required to be registered with the 
Public Register
Introducing special requirements to audits of 
PIEs, including establishment of an audit 
committee.

Accounting:
Classification of entities and groups
Simplified disclosure requirements for micro-, 
small, and medium-sized entities (where 
relevant)
Statutory audits of financial statements of 
public interest entities (PIEs), large  and 
medium-sized entities
Non-financial statement and report on 
payments to government – within the scope of 
the improved legislation
Defining the scope of consolidation and 
applicable accounting standards.
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Key Challenges

» While substantial work has been carried out to develop the improved legislation, the 
main remaining challenges are implementation and enforcement

» The Ministry of Finance is committed to promoting the reforms transparently with 
involvement of key stakeholders and parties concerned

» The most sensitive topics were: classification of entities and minimum statutory 
audit requirements; special requirements to public interest entities and their audit; 
financial contribution of auditors and audit firms to the public oversight system; 
membership and accountability of the Public Oversight Body

» Work on the simplification agenda for SMEs will continue, including suitable 
accounting standards in line with acquis communautaire 

» Several public debates were organized, including with participation and support of 
the CFRR, and dialogue with the profession continues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the identified sensitive topics still require consensus of local stakeholders.
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Information is available on the MOF’s website
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How STAREP has helped MOLDOVA in the reform progress

»Several roundtables, seminars, and “trainings of trainers” on various 
topics, such as key policy areas of accounting and auditing directives, 
regulation on PIEs audits, re-design of the public oversight, quality 
assurance system and accounting education, were organized in 
Moldova with the STAREP support

»Substantial technical support received during the process of drafting the 
improved legislation from the CFRR team 

»Regional seminars help us better understand the EU acquis; help 
interact with staff of the relevant EC units and learn from experience of 
countries where similar reforms were implemented

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CFRR team serves sometimes as a “hotline” for questions related to understanding the accounting and auditing directives
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Main Expectations from STAREP in 2017-2018

» We count on continued support in the format of regional activities (e.g. A&ACoP
and EduCoP)

» In addition, dedicated technical assistance would be much appreciated:
» Technical support and policy advice to develop by-laws and regulations which 

will support the improved legislation
» Potential support to SMEs to enforce the provisions of new legislation, including 

amendments to the National Accounting Standards (e.g. “training of trainers,” 
development of guidance on the preparation of financial statements by micro-
and small entities, etc.)

» Replication events making it possible to involve more local stakeholders
» Support to prepare a project proposal with a view to implementing the improved 

legislation in the field of corporate financial reporting and secure needed 
financing (with the CFRR support, discussions with the Swedish development 
partner (SIDA) have been initiated already)
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Topics to Be Raised at the April 29 Roundtable

»Process of drafting, and consultations with the business community on, 
the Accounting Law and Auditing Law

»Outcomes of cooperation between the STAREP consultants and 
national experts in drafting the Accounting Law and Auditing law

»Importance of sharing experience with the STAREP countries
»Importance of simplification agenda in the field of corporate financial 

reporting for micro- and small entities in Moldova
»Need to continue policy dialogue with the CFRR, including missions 

and technical assistance on transposing various parts of the 
accounting and auditing directives



Thank you!
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